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(3) Taxes paid on combined income. If
foreign income tax is imposed on the
combined income of two or more related persons (for example, a husband
and wife or a corporation and one or
more of its subsidiaries) and they are
jointly and severally liable for the income tax under foreign law, foreign law
is considered to impose legal liability
on each such person for the amount of
the foreign income tax that is attributable to its portion of the base of the
tax, regardless of which person actually pays the tax.
(g) Definitions. For purposes of this
section and §§ 1.901–2A and 1.903–1, the
following definitions apply:
(1) The term paid means ‘‘paid or accrued’’; the term payment means ‘‘payment or accrual’’; and the term paid by
means ‘‘paid or accrued by or on behalf
of.’’
(2) The term foreign country means
any foreign state, any possession of the
United States, and any political subdivision of any foreign state or of any
possession of the United States. The
term ‘‘possession of the United States’’
includes Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, the Northern Mariana Islands and American Samoa.
(3) The term foreign levy means a levy
imposed by a foreign country.
(h) Effective/applicability date—(1) In
general. This section and §§ 1.901–2A and
1.903–1 apply to taxable years beginning
after November 14, 1983.
(2) [Reserved] For further guidance,
see § 1.901–2T(h)(2).
(Approved by the Office of Management and
Budget under control number 1545–0746)
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amended by T.D. 8372, 56 FR 56008, Oct. 31,
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§ 1.901–2T Income, war profits, or excess profits tax paid or accrued
(temporary).
(a) through (e)(5)(ii) [Reserved] For
further
guidance,
see
§ 1.901–2(a)
through (e)(5)(ii).
(e)(5)(iii) [Reserved]
(iv) Structured passive investment arrangements—(A) In general. Notwithstanding § 1.901–2(e)(5)(i), an amount
paid to a foreign country (a ‘‘foreign
payment’’) is not a compulsory payment, and thus is not an amount of tax
paid, if the foreign payment is attrib-

utable (within the meaning of paragraph (e)(5)(iv)(B)(1)(ii) of this section)
to a structured passive investment arrangement (as described in paragraph
(e)(5)(iv)(B) of this section).
(B) Conditions. An arrangement is a
structured passive investment arrangement if all of the following conditions
are satisfied:
(1) Special purpose vehicle (SPV). An
entity that is part of the arrangement
meets the following requirements:
(i) Substantially all of the gross income (for U.S. tax purposes) of the entity, if any, is passive investment income, and substantially all of the assets of the entity are assets held to
produce such passive investment income. As provided in paragraph
(e)(5)(iv)(C)(5)(ii) of this section, passive investment income generally does
not include income of a holding company from qualified equity interests in
lower-tier entities that are predominantly engaged in the active conduct of
a trade or business. Thus, except as
provided in paragraph (e)(5)(iv)(C)(5)(ii)
of this section, qualified equity interests of a holding company in such
lower-tier entities are not held to
produce passive investment income and
the ownership of such interests will not
cause the holding company to meet the
requirements
of
this
paragraph
(e)(5)(iv)(B)(1)(i).
(ii) There is a foreign payment attributable to income of the entity (as determined under the laws of the foreign
country to which such foreign payment
is made), including the entity’s share
of income of a lower-tier entity that is
a branch or pass-through entity under
the laws of such foreign country, that,
if the foreign payment were an amount
of tax paid, would be paid or accrued in
a U.S. taxable year in which the entity
meets the requirements of paragraph
(e)(5)(iv)(B)(1)(i) of this section. A foreign payment attributable to income of
an entity includes a foreign payment
attributable to income that is required
to be taken into account by an owner
of the entity, if the entity is a branch
or pass-through entity under the laws
of such foreign country. A foreign payment attributable to income of an entity also includes a foreign payment attributable to income of a lower-tier entity that is a branch or pass-through
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entity for U.S. tax purposes. A foreign
payment attributable to income of the
entity does not include a withholding
tax (within the meaning of section
901(k)(1)(B)) imposed on a distribution
or payment from the entity to a U.S.
party.
(2) U.S. party. A person would be eligible to claim a credit under section
901(a) (including a credit for foreign
taxes deemed paid under section 902 or
960) for all or a portion of the foreign
payment
described
in
paragraph
(e)(5)(iv)(B)(1)(ii) of this section if the
foreign payment were an amount of tax
paid.
(3) Direct investment. The U.S. party’s
proportionate share of the foreign payment or payments described in paragraph (e)(5)(iv)(B)(1)(ii) of this section
is (or is expected to be) substantially
greater than the amount of credits, if
any, that the U.S. party reasonably
would expect to be eligible to claim
under section 901(a) for foreign taxes
attributable to income generated by
the U.S. party’s proportionate share of
the assets owned by the SPV if the U.S.
party directly owned such assets. For
this purpose, direct ownership shall not
include ownership through a branch, a
permanent establishment or any other
arrangement (such as an agency arrangement or dual resident status)
that would result in the income generated by the U.S. party’s proportionate share of the assets being subject to tax on a net basis in the foreign
country to which the payment is made.
A U.S. party’s proportionate share of
the assets of the SPV shall be determined by reference to such U.S. party’s
proportionate share of the total value
of all of the outstanding interests in
the SPV that are held by its equity
owners and creditors. A U.S. party’s
proportionate share of the assets of the
SPV, however, shall not include any
assets that produce income subject to
gross basis withholding tax.
(4) Foreign tax benefit. The arrangement is reasonably expected to result
in a credit, deduction, loss, exemption,
exclusion or other tax benefit under
the laws of a foreign country that is
available to a counterparty or to a person that is related to the counterparty
(determined under the principles of
paragraph (e)(5)(iv)(C)(7) of this section

by applying the tax laws of a foreign
country in which the counterparty is
subject to tax on a net basis). However,
a foreign tax benefit is described in
this paragraph (e)(5)(iv)(B)(4) only if
any such credit corresponds to 10 percent or more of the U.S. party’s share
(for U.S. tax purposes) of the foreign
payment referred to in paragraph
(e)(5)(iv)(B)(1)(ii) of this section or if
any such deduction, loss, exemption,
exclusion or other tax benefit corresponds to 10 percent or more of the
foreign base with respect to which the
U.S. party’s share (for U.S. tax purposes) of the foreign payment is imposed.
(5) Counterparty. The arrangement involves a counterparty. A counterparty
is a person that, under the tax laws of
a foreign country in which the person
is subject to tax on the basis of place of
management, place of incorporation or
similar criterion or otherwise subject
to a net basis tax, directly or indirectly owns or acquires equity interests in, or assets of, the SPV. However,
a counterparty does not include the
SPV or a person with respect to which
for U.S. tax purposes the same domestic corporation, U.S. citizen or resident
alien individual directly or indirectly
owns more than 80 percent of the total
value of the stock (or equity interests)
of each of the U.S. party and such person. In addition, a counterparty does
not include a person with respect to
which for U.S. tax purposes the U.S.
party directly or indirectly owns more
than 80 percent of the total value of
the stock (or equity interests), but
only if the U.S. party is a domestic corporation, a U.S. citizen or a resident
alien individual.
(6) Inconsistent treatment. The United
States and an applicable foreign country treat one or more of the following
aspects of the arrangement differently
under their respective tax systems, and
for one or more tax years when the arrangement is in effect either the
amount of income recognized by the
SPV, the U.S. party, and persons related to the U.S. party for U.S. tax purposes is materially less than the
amount of income that would be recognized if the foreign tax treatment controlled for U.S. tax purposes, or the
amount of credits claimed by the U.S.
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party (if the foreign payment described
in paragraph (e)(5)(iv)(B)(1)(ii) of this
section were an amount of tax paid) is
materially greater than it would be if
the foreign tax treatment controlled
for U.S. tax purposes:
(i) The classification of the SPV (or
an entity that has a direct or indirect
ownership interest in the SPV) as a
corporation or other entity subject to
an entity-level tax, a partnership or
other flow-through entity or an entity
that is disregarded for tax purposes.
(ii) The characterization as debt, equity or an instrument that is disregarded for tax purposes of an instrument issued by the SPV (or an entity
that has a direct or indirect ownership
interest in the SPV) to the U.S. party,
the counterparty or a person related to
the U.S. party or the counterparty.
(iii) The proportion of the equity of
the SPV (or an entity that directly or
indirectly owns the SPV) that is considered to be owned directly or indirectly by the U.S. party and the
counterparty.
(iv) The amount of taxable income of
the SPV for one or more tax years during which the arrangement is in effect.
(C) Definitions. The following definitions apply for purposes of paragraph
(e)(5)(iv) of this section.
(1) Applicable foreign country. An applicable foreign country means each foreign country to which a foreign payment
described
in
paragraph
(e)(5)(iv)(B)(1)(ii) of this section is made
or which confers a foreign tax benefit
described in paragraph (e)(5)(iv)(B)(4) of
this section.
(2)
Counterparty.
The
term
counterparty means a person described
in paragraph (e)(5)(iv)(B)(5) of this section.
(3) Entity. The term entity includes a
corporation, trust, partnership or disregarded entity described in § 301.7701–
2(c)(2)(i) of this chapter.
(4) Indirect ownership. Indirect ownership of stock or another equity interest
(such as an interest in a partnership)
shall be determined in accordance with
the principles of section 958(a)(2), regardless of whether the interest is
owned by a U.S. or foreign entity.
(5) Passive investment income—(i) In
general. The term passive investment income means income described in sec-

tion 954(c), as modified by this paragraph (e)(5)(iv)(C)(5)(i) and paragraph
(e)(5)(iv)(C)(5)(ii) of this section. In determining whether income is described
in section 954(c), paragraphs (c)(3) and
(c)(6) of that section shall be disregarded, and sections 954(h) and 954(i)
shall be taken into account by applying those provisions at the entity level
as if the entity were a controlled foreign corporation (as defined in section
957(a)). For purposes of the preceding
sentence, any income of an entity attributable to transactions that, assuming the entity is an SPV, are with a
person that is a counterparty, or with
persons
that
are
related
to
a
counterparty within the meaning of
paragraph (e)(5)(iv)(B)(4) of this section, shall not be treated as qualified
banking or financing income or as
qualified insurance income, and shall
not be taken into account in applying
sections 954(h) and 954(i) for purposes of
determining whether other income of
the entity is excluded from section
954(c)(1) under section 954(h) or 954(i),
but only if any such person (or a person
that is related to such person within
the
meaning
of
paragraph
(e)(5)(iv)(B)(4) of this section) is eligible for a foreign tax benefit described
in paragraph (e)(5)(iv)(B)(4) of this section. In addition, in applying section
954(h) for purposes of this paragraph
(e)(5)(iv)(C)(5)(i), section 954(h)(3)(E)
shall not apply, section 954(h)(2)(A)(ii)
shall be satisfied only if the entity conducts substantial activity with respect
to its business through its own employees, and the term ‘‘any foreign country’’ shall be substituted for ‘‘home
country’’ wherever it appears in section 954(h).
(ii) Holding company exception. Except
as
provided
in
this
paragraph
(e)(5)(iv)(C)(5)(ii), income of an entity
that is attributable to an equity interest in a lower-tier entity is passive investment income. If the entity is a
holding company and directly owns a
qualified equity interest in another entity (a ‘‘lower-tier entity’’) that is engaged in the active conduct of a trade
or business and that derives more than
50 percent of its gross income from
such trade or business, then none of the
entity’s income attributable to such
interest is passive investment income,
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provided that substantially all of the
entity’s opportunity for gain and risk
of loss with respect to such interest in
the lower-tier entity is shared by the
U.S. party or parties (or persons that
are related to a U.S. party) and, assuming the entity is an SPV, a
counterparty or counterparties (or persons
that
are
related
to
a
counterparty). For purposes of the preceding sentence, an entity is a holding
company, and is considered to be engaged in the active conduct of a trade
or business and to derive more than 50
percent of its gross income from such
trade or business, if substantially all of
its assets consist of qualified equity interests in one or more entities, each of
which is engaged in the active conduct
of a trade or business and derives more
than 50 percent of its gross income
from such trade or business and with
respect to which substantially all of
the entity’s opportunity for gain and
risk of loss with respect to each such
interest in a lower-tier entity is shared
(directly or indirectly) by the U.S.
party or parties (or persons that are related to a U.S. party) and, assuming
the entity is an SPV, a counterparty or
counterparties (or persons that are related to a counterparty). A person is
not considered to share in the entity’s
opportunity for gain and risk of loss if
its equity interest in the entity was acquired in a sale-repurchase transaction, if its interest is treated as debt
for U.S. tax purposes, or if substantially all of the entity’s opportunity
for gain and risk of loss with respect to
its interest in any lower-tier entity is
borne (directly or indirectly) by the
U.S. party or parties (or persons that
are related to a U.S. party) or, assuming the entity is an SPV, a
counterparty or counterparties (or persons
that
are
related
to
a
counterparty), but not both parties.
For
purposes
of
this
paragraph
(e)(5)(iv)(C)(5)(ii), a lower-tier entity
that is engaged in a banking, financing, or similar business shall not be
considered to be engaged in the active
conduct of a trade or business unless
the income derived by such entity
would be excluded from section
954(c)(1) under section 954(h) or 954(i),
determined by applying those provisions at the lower-tier entity level as if

the entity were a controlled foreign
corporation (as defined in section
957(a)). In addition, for purposes of the
preceding sentence, any income of an
entity attributable to transactions
that, assuming the entity is an SPV,
are
with
a
person
that
is
a
counterparty, or with other persons
that are related to a counterparty
within the meaning of paragraph
(e)(5)(iv)(B)(4) of this section, shall not
be treated as qualified banking or financing income or as qualified insurance income, and shall not be taken
into account in applying sections 954(h)
and 954(i) for purposes of determining
whether other income of the entity is
excluded from section 954(c)(1) under
section 954(h) or 954(i), but only if any
such person (or a person that is related
to such person within the meaning of
paragraph (e)(5)(iv)(B)(4) of this section) is eligible for a foreign tax benefit
described
in
paragraph
(e)(5)(iv)(B)(4) of this section. In applying section 954(h) for purposes of this
paragraph (e)(5)(iv)(C)(5)(ii), section
954(h)(3)(E) shall not apply, section
954(h)(2)(A)(ii) shall be satisfied only if
the entity conducts substantial activity with respect to its business through
its own employees, and the term ‘‘any
foreign country’’ shall be substituted
for ‘‘home country’’ wherever it appears in section 954(h).
(6) Qualified equity interest. With respect to an interest in a corporation,
the term qualified equity interest means
stock representing 10 percent or more
of the total combined voting power of
all classes of stock entitled to vote and
10 percent or more of the total value of
the stock of the corporation or disregarded entity, but does not include
any preferred stock (as defined in section 351(g)(3)). Similar rules shall apply
to determine whether an interest in an
entity other than a corporation is a
qualified equity interest.
(7) Related person. Two persons are related if—
(i) One person directly or indirectly
owns stock (or an equity interest) possessing more than 50 percent of the
total value of the other person; or
(ii) The same person directly or indirectly owns stock (or an equity interest) possessing more than 50 percent of
the total value of both persons.
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(8) Special purpose vehicle (SPV). The
term SPV means the entity described
in paragraph (e)(5)(iv)(B)(1) of this section.
(9) U.S. party. The term U.S. party
means a person described in paragraph
(e)(5)(iv)(B)(2) of this section.
(D) Examples. The following examples
illustrate the rules of paragraph
(e)(5)(iv) of this section. No inference is
intended as to whether a taxpayer
would be eligible to claim a credit
under section 901(a) if a foreign payment were an amount of tax paid.
Example 1. U.S. borrower transaction. (i)
Facts. A domestic corporation (USP) forms a
country M corporation (Newco), contributing
$1.5 billion in exchange for 100 percent of the
stock of Newco. Newco, in turn, loans the
$1.5 billion to a second country M corporation (FSub) wholly owned by USP. USP then
sells its entire interest in Newco to a country M corporation (FP) for the original purchase price of $1.5 billion, subject to an obligation to repurchase the interest in five
years for $1.5 billion. The sale has the effect
of transferring ownership of the Newco stock
to FP for country M tax purposes. The salerepurchase transaction is structured in a
way that qualifies as a collateralized loan for
U.S. tax purposes. Therefore, USP remains
the owner of the Newco stock for U.S. tax
purposes. In year 1, FSub pays Newco $120
million of interest. Newco pays $36 million to
country M with respect to such interest income and distributes the remaining $84 million to FP. Under country M law, the $84 million distribution is excluded from FP’s income. None of FP’s stock is owned, directly
or indirectly, by USP or any shareholders of
USP that are domestic corporations, U.S.
citizens, or resident alien individuals. Under
an income tax treaty between country M and
the United States, country M does not impose country M tax on interest received by
U.S. residents from sources in country M.
(ii) Result. The $36 million payment by
Newco to country M is not a compulsory
payment, and thus is not an amount of tax
paid because the foreign payment is attributable to a structured passive investment arrangement. First, Newco is an SPV because
all of Newco’s income is passive investment
income described in paragraph (e)(5)(iv)(C)(5)
of this section; Newco’s only asset, a note, is
held to produce such income; the payment to
country M is attributable to such income;
and if the payment were an amount of tax
paid it would be paid or accrued in a U.S.
taxable year in which Newco meets the requirements of paragraph (e)(5)(iv)(B)(1)(i) of
this section. Second, if the foreign payment
were treated as an amount of tax paid, USP
would be deemed to pay the foreign payment

under section 902(a) and, therefore, would be
eligible to claim a credit for such payment
under section 901(a). Third, USP would not
pay any country M tax if it directly owned
Newco’s loan receivable. Fourth, the distribution from Newco to FP is exempt from
tax under country M law, and the exempt
amount corresponds to more than 10 percent
of the foreign base with respect to which
USP’s share (which is 100 percent under U.S.
tax law) of the foreign payment was imposed.
Fifth, FP is a counterparty because FP owns
stock of Newco under country M law and
none of FP’s stock is owned by USP or shareholders of USP that are domestic corporations, U.S. citizens, or resident alien individuals. Sixth, FP is the owner of 100 percent of
Newco’s stock for country M tax purposes,
while USP is the owner of 100 percent of
Newco’s stock for U.S. tax purposes, and the
amount of credits claimed by USP if the payment to country M were an amount of tax
paid is materially greater than it would be
if, for U.S. tax purposes, FP and not USP
were treated as owning 100 percent of
Newco’s stock. Because the payment to
country M is not an amount of tax paid, USP
is not deemed to pay any country M tax
under section 902(a). USP has dividend income of $84 million and also has interest expense of $84 million. FSub’s post-1986 undistributed earnings are reduced by $120 million
of interest expense.
Example 2. U.S. borrower transaction. (i)
Facts. The facts are the same as in Example
1, except that FSub is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Newco. In addition, assume FSub
is engaged in the active conduct of manufacturing and selling widgets and derives more
than 50 percent of its gross income from such
business.
(ii) Result. The results are the same as in
Example 1. Although Newco wholly owns
FSub, which is engaged in the active conduct
of manufacturing and selling widgets and derives more than 50 percent of its income
from such business, Newco’s income that is
attributable to Newco’s equity interest in
FSub is passive investment income because
the sale-repurchase transaction limits FP’s
interest in Newco and its assets to that of a
creditor, so that substantially all of Newco’s
opportunity for gain and risk of loss with respect to its stock in FSub is borne by USP.
See paragraph (e)(5)(iv)(C)(5)(ii) of this section. Accordingly, Newco’s stock in FSub is
held to produce passive investment income.
Thus, Newco is an SPV because all of
Newco’s income is passive investment income described in paragraph (e)(5)(iv)(C)(5)
of this section, Newco’s assets are held to
produce such income, the payment to country M is attributable to such income, and if
the payment were an amount of tax paid it
would be paid or accrued in a U.S. taxable
year in which Newco meets the requirements
of paragraph (e)(5)(iv)(B)(1)(i) of this section.
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Example 3. U.S. borrower transaction. (i)
Facts. (A) A domestic corporation (USP)
loans $750 million to its wholly-owned domestic subsidiary (Sub). USP and Sub form a
country M partnership (Partnership) to
which each contributes $750 million. Partnership loans all of its $1.5 billion of capital to
Issuer, a wholly-owned country M affiliate of
USP, in exchange for a note and coupons providing for the payment of interest at a fixed
rate over a five-year term. Partnership sells
all of the coupons to Coupon Purchaser, a
country N partnership owned by a country M
corporation (Foreign Bank) and a whollyowned country M subsidiary of Foreign
Bank, for $300 million. At the time of the
coupon sale, the fair market value of the
coupons sold is $290 million and, pursuant to
section 1286(b)(3), Partnership’s basis allocated to the coupons sold is $290 million.
Several months later and prior to any interest payments on the note, Foreign Bank and
its subsidiary sell all of their interests in
Coupon Purchaser to an unrelated country O
corporation for $280 million. None of Foreign
Bank’s stock or its subsidiary’s stock is
owned, directly or indirectly, by USP or Sub
or by any shareholders of USP or Sub that
are domestic corporations, U.S. citizens, or
resident alien individuals.
(B) Assume that both the United States
and country M respect the sale of the coupons for tax law purposes. In the year of the
coupon sale, for country M tax purposes
USP’s and Sub’s shares of Partnership’s profits total $300 million, a payment of $60 million to country M is made with respect to
those profits, and Foreign Bank and its subsidiary, as partners of Coupon Purchaser, are
entitled to deduct the $300 million purchase
price of the coupons from their taxable income. For U.S. tax purposes, USP and Sub
recognize their distributive shares of the $10
million premium income and claim a direct
foreign tax credit for their distributive
shares of the $60 million payment to country
M. Country M imposes no additional tax
when Foreign Bank and its subsidiary sell
their interests in Coupon Purchaser. Country
M also does not impose country M tax on interest received by U.S. residents from
sources in country M.
(ii) Result. The payment to country M is
not a compulsory payment, and thus is not
an amount of tax paid, because the foreign
payment is attributable to a structured passive investment arrangement. First, Partnership is an SPV because all of Partnership’s income is passive investment income
described in paragraph (e)(5)(iv)(C)(5) of this
section; Partnership’s only asset, Issuer’s
note, is held to produce such income; the
payment to country M is attributable to
such income; and if the payment were an
amount of tax paid, it would be paid or accrued in a U.S. taxable year in which Partnership meets the requirements of paragraph

(e)(5)(iv)(B)(1)(i) of this section. Second, if
the foreign payment were an amount of tax
paid, USP and Sub would be eligible to claim
a credit for such payment under section
901(a). Third, USP and Sub would not pay
any country M tax if they directly owned
Issuer’s note. Fourth, for country M tax purposes, Foreign Bank and its subsidiary deduct the $300 million purchase price of the
coupons and are exempt from country M tax
on the $280 million received upon the sale of
Coupon Purchaser, and the deduction and exemption correspond to more than 10 percent
of the $300 million base with respect to which
USP’s and Sub’s 100% share of the foreign
payments was imposed. Fifth, Foreign Bank
and its subsidiary are counterparties because
they indirectly acquired assets of Partnership, the interest coupons on Issuer’s note,
and are not directly or indirectly owned by
USP or Sub or shareholders of USP or Sub
that are domestic corporations, U.S. citizens, or resident alien individuals. Sixth, the
amount of taxable income of Partnership for
one or more years is different for U.S. and
country M tax purposes, and the amount of
income recognized by USP and Sub for U.S.
tax purposes is materially less than the
amount of income they would recognize if
the country M tax treatment of the coupon
sale controlled for U.S. tax purposes. Because the payment to country M is not an
amount of tax paid, USP and Sub are not
considered to pay tax under section 901. USP
and Sub have interest income of $10 million
in the year of the coupon sale.
Example 4. Active business; no SPV. (i) Facts.
A, a domestic corporation, wholly owns B, a
country X corporation engaged in the manufacture and sale of widgets. On January 1,
year 1, C, also a country X corporation, loans
$400 million to B in exchange for an instrument that is debt for U.S. tax purposes and
equity in B for country X tax purposes. As a
result, C is considered to own stock of B for
country X tax purposes. B loans $55 million
to D, a country Y corporation wholly owned
by A. In year 1, B has $166 million of net income attributable to its sales of widgets and
$3.3 million of interest income attributable
to the loan to D. Country Y does not impose
tax on interest paid to nonresidents. B
makes a payment of $50.8 million to country
X with respect to B’s net income. Country X
does not impose tax on dividend payments
between country X corporations. None of C’s
stock is owned, directly or indirectly, by A
or by any shareholders of A that are domestic corporations, U.S. citizens, or resident
alien individuals.
(ii) Result. B is not an SPV within the
meaning of paragraph (e)(5)(iv)(B)(1) of this
section because the amount of interest income received from D does not constitute
substantially all of B’s income and the $55
million note from D does not constitute substantially all of B’s assets. Accordingly, the
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$50.8 million payment to country X is not attributable to a structured passive investment arrangement.
Example 5. U.S. lender transaction. (i) Facts.
(A) A country X corporation (Foreign Bank)
contributes $2 billion to a newly-formed
country X company (Newco) in exchange for
all of the common stock of Newco and securities that are treated as debt of Newco for
U.S. tax purposes and preferred stock of
Newco for country X tax purposes. A domestic corporation (USP) contributes $1 billion
to Newco in exchange for securities that are
treated as preferred stock of Newco for U.S.
tax purposes and debt of Newco for country
X tax purposes. Newco loans the $3 billion to
a wholly-owned, country X subsidiary of Foreign Bank (FSub) in return for a $3 billion,
seven-year note paying interest currently.
The Newco securities held by USP entitle
the holder to fixed distributions of $4 million
per year, and the Newco securities held by
Foreign Bank entitle the holder to receive
$82 million per year, payable only on maturity of the $3 billion FSub note in year 7. At
the end of year 5, pursuant to a prearranged
plan, Foreign Bank acquires USP’s Newco securities for a prearranged price of $1 billion.
Country X does not impose tax on dividends
received by one country X corporation from
a second country X corporation. Under an income tax treaty between country X and the
United States, country X does not impose
country X tax on interest received by U.S.
residents from sources in country X. None of
Foreign Bank’s stock is owned, directly or
indirectly, by USP or any shareholders of
USP that are domestic corporations, U.S.
citizens or resident alien individuals.
(B) In each of years 1 through 7, FSub pays
Newco $124 million of interest on the $3 billion note. Newco distributes $4 million to
USP in each of years 1 through 5. The distributions are deductible for country X tax
purposes, and Newco pays country X $36 million with respect to $120 million of taxable
income from the FSub note in each year. For
U.S. tax purposes, in each year Newco’s post1986 undistributed earnings are increased by
$124 million of interest income and reduced
by accrued interest expense with respect to
the Newco securities held by Foreign Bank.
(ii) Result. The $36 million payment to
country X is not a compulsory payment, and
thus is not an amount of tax paid, because
the foreign payment is attributable to a
structured passive investment arrangement.
First, Newco is an SPV because all of
Newco’s income is passive investment income described in paragraph (e)(5)(iv)(C)(5)
of this section; Newco’s only asset, a note of
FSub, is held to produce such income; the
payment to country X is attributable to such
income; and if the payment were an amount
of tax paid it would be paid or accrued in a
U.S. taxable year in which Newco meets the
requirements of paragraph (e)(5)(iv)(B)(1)(i)

of this section. Second, if the foreign payment were an amount of tax paid, USP would
be deemed to pay its pro rata share of the
foreign payment under section 902(a) in each
of years 1 through 5 and, therefore, would be
eligible to claim a credit under section
901(a). Third, USP would not pay any country X tax if it directly owned its proportionate share of Newco’s assets, a note of
FSub. Fourth, for country X tax purposes,
Foreign Bank is eligible to receive a tax-free
distribution of $82 million attributable of
each of years 1 through 5, and that amount
corresponds to more than 10 percent of the
foreign base with respect to which USP’s
share of the foreign payment was imposed.
Fifth, Foreign Bank is a counterparty because it owns stock of Newco for country X
tax purposes and none of Foreign Bank’s
stock is owned, directly or indirectly, by
USP or shareholders of USP that are domestic corporations, U.S. citizens, or resident
alien individuals. Sixth, the United States
and country X treat various aspects of the
arrangement differently, including whether
the Newco securities held by Foreign Bank
and USP are debt or equity. The amount of
credits claimed by USP if the payment to
country X were an amount of tax paid is materially greater than it would be if, for U.S.
tax purposes, the securities held by USP
were treated as debt or the securities held by
Foreign Bank were treated as equity, and
the amount of income recognized by Newco
for U.S. tax purposes is materially less than
the amount of income recognized for country
X tax purposes. Because the payment to
country X is not an amount of tax paid, USP
is not deemed to pay any country X tax
under section 902(a). USP has dividend income of $4 million in each of years 1 through
5.
Example 6. Holding company; no SPV. (i)
Facts. A, a country X corporation, and B, a
domestic corporation, each contribute $1 billion to a newly-formed country X entity (C)
in exchange for stock of C. C is treated as a
corporation for country X purposes and a
partnership for U.S. tax purposes. C contributes $1.95 billion to a newly-formed country
X corporation (D) in exchange for 100 percent
of D’s stock. C loans its remaining $50 million to D. Accordingly, C’s sole assets are
stock and debt of D. D uses the entire $2 billion to engage in the business of manufacturing and selling widgets. In year 1, D derives $300 million of income from its widget
business and derives $2 million of interest income. Also in year 1, C has dividend income
of $200 million and interest income of $3.2
million with respect to its investment in D.
Country X does not impose tax on dividends
received by one country X corporation from
a second country X corporation. C makes a
payment of $960,000 to country X with respect to C’s net income.
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(ii) Result. C’s dividend income is not passive investment income, and C’s stock in D is
not held to produce such income, because C
owns at least 10 percent of D and D derives
more than 50 percent of its income from the
active conduct of its widget business. See
paragraph (e)(5)(iv)(C)(5)(ii) of this section.
As a result, less than substantially all of C’s
income is passive investment income and
less than substantially all of C’s assets are
held to produce passive investment income.
Accordingly, C is not an SPV within the
meaning of paragraph (e)(5)(iv)(B)(1) of this
section, and the $960,000 payment to country
X is not attributable to a structured passive
investment arrangement.
Example 7. Holding company; no SPV. (i)
Facts. The facts are the same as in Example
6, except that instead of loaning $50 million
to D, C contributes the $50 million to E in
exchange for 10 percent of the stock of E. E
is a country Y corporation that is not engaged in the active conduct of a trade or
business. Also in year 1, D pays no dividends
to C, E pays $3.2 million in dividends to C,
and C makes a payment of $960,000 to country X with respect to C’s net income.
(ii) Result. C’s dividend income attributable to its stock in E is passive investment
income, and C’s stock in E is held to produce
such income. C’s stock in D is not held to
produce passive investment income because
C owns at least 10 percent of D and D derives
more than 50 percent of its income from the
active conduct of its widget business. See
paragraph (e)(5)(iv)(C)(5)(ii) of this section.
As a result, less than substantially all of C’s
assets are held to produce passive investment income. Accordingly, C is not an SPV
because it does not meet the requirements of
paragraph (e)(5)(iv)(B)(1) of this section, and
the $960,000 payment to country X is not attributable to a structured passive investment arrangement.
Example 8. Asset holding transaction. (i)
Facts. (A) A domestic corporation (USP) contributes $6 billion of country Z debt obligations to a country Z entity (DE) in exchange
for all of the class A and class B stock of DE.
A corporation unrelated to USP and organized in country Z (FC) contributes $1.5 billion to DE in exchange for all of the class C
stock of DE. DE uses the $1.5 billion contributed by FC to redeem USP’s class B stock.
The class C stock is entitled to ‘‘all’’ income
from DE. However, FC is obligated immediately to contribute back to DE all distributions on the class C stock. USP and FC enter
into—
(1) A contract under which USP agrees to
buy after five years the class C stock for $1.5
billion; and
(2) An agreement under which USP agrees
to pay FC periodic payments on $1.5 billion.
(B) The transaction is structured in such a
way that, for U.S. tax purposes, there is a
loan of $1.5 billion from FC to USP, and USP

is the owner of the class C stock and the
class A stock. In year 1, DE earns $400 million of interest income on the country Z debt
obligations. DE makes a payment to country
Z of $100 million with respect to such income
and distributes the remaining $300 million to
FC. FC contributes the $300 million back to
DE. None of FC’s stock is owned, directly or
indirectly, by USP or shareholders of USP
that are domestic corporations, U.S. citizens, or resident alien individuals. Country Z
does not impose tax on interest income derived by U.S. residents.
(C) Country Z treats FC as the owner of the
class C stock. Pursuant to country Z tax law,
FC is required to report the $400 million of
income with respect to the $300 million distribution from DE, but is allowed to claim
credits for DE’s $100 million payment to
country Z. For country Z tax purposes, FC is
entitled to current deductions equal to the
$300 million contributed back to DE.
(ii) Result. The payment to country Z is
not a compulsory payment, and thus is not
an amount of tax paid because the payment
is attributable to a structured passive investment arrangement. First, DE is an SPV
because all of DE’s income is passive investment
income
described
in
paragraph
(e)(5)(iv)(C)(5) of this section; all of DE’s assets are held to produce such income; the
payment to country Z is attributable to such
income; and if the payment were an amount
of tax paid it would be paid or accrued in a
U.S. taxable year in which DE meets the requirements of paragraph (e)(5)(iv)(B)(1)(i) of
this section. Second, if the payment were an
amount of tax paid, USP would be eligible to
claim a credit for such amount under section
901(a). Third, USP would not pay any country Z tax if it directly owned DE’s assets.
Fourth, FC is entitled to claim a credit
under country Z tax law for the payment and
recognizes a deduction for the $300 million
contributed to DE under country Z law. The
credit claimed by FC corresponds to more
than 10 percent of USP’s share (for U.S. tax
purposes) of the foreign payment and the deductions claimed by FC correspond to more
than 10 percent of the base with respect to
which USP’s share of the foreign payment
was imposed. Fifth, FC is a counterparty because FC is considered to own equity of DE
under country Z law and none of FC’s stock
is owned, directly or indirectly, by USP or
shareholders of USP that are domestic corporations, U.S. citizens, or resident alien individuals. Sixth, the United States and country X treat certain aspects of the transaction differently and the amount of credits
claimed by USP if the country Z payment
were an amount of tax paid is materially
greater than it would be if FC, rather than
USP, owned the class C stock for U.S. tax
purposes. Because the payment to country Z
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is not an amount of tax paid, USP is not considered to pay tax under section 901. USP has
$400 million of interest income.
Example 9. Loss surrender. (i) Facts. The
facts are the same as in Example 8, except
that the deductions attributable to the arrangement contribute to a loss recognized by
FC for country Z tax purposes, and pursuant
to a group relief regime in country Z FC
elects to surrender the loss to its country Z
subsidiary.
(ii) Result. The results are the same as in
Example 8. The surrender of the loss to a related party is a foreign tax benefit that corresponds to the base with respect to which
USP’s share of the foreign payment was imposed.
Example 10. Joint venture; no foreign tax benefit. (i) Facts. FC, a country X corporation,
and USC, a domestic corporation, each contribute $1 billion to a newly-formed country
X entity (C) in exchange for stock of C. FC
and USC are entitled to equal 50% shares of
C’s income, gain, expense and loss. C is treated as a corporation for country X purposes
and a partnership for U.S. tax purposes. In
year 1, C earns $200 million of passive investment income, makes a payment to country X
of $60 million with respect to that income,
and distributes $70 million to each of FC and
USC. Country X does not impose tax on dividends received by one country X corporation
from a second country X corporation.
(ii) Result. FC’s tax-exempt receipt of $70
million, or its 50% share of C’s profits, is not
a foreign tax benefit within the meaning of
paragraph (e)(5)(iv)(B)(4) of this section, because it does not correspond to any part of
the foreign base with respect to which USC’s
share of the foreign payment was imposed.
Accordingly, the $60 million payment to
country X is not attributable to a structured
passive investment arrangement.

(f) through (h)(1) [Reserved] For further guidance, see § 1.901–2(f) through
(h)(1).
(h)(2) This section applies to foreign
payments that, if such payments were
an amount of tax paid, would be considered paid or accrued under § 1.901–2(f)
by a U.S. or foreign person in taxable
years ending on or after July 16, 2008.
In the case of foreign payments by a
foreign corporation that has a domestic corporate shareholder, this section
also applies to such payments that, if
such payments were an amount of tax
paid, would be considered paid or accrued in the foreign corporation’s U.S.
taxable years ending with or within
taxable years of its domestic corporate
shareholder ending on or after July 16,
2008. In the case of foreign payments by
a partnership, trust or estate with re-

spect to which any person would be eligible to claim a credit under section
901(b) if the payment were an amount
of tax paid, this section also applies to
such payments that would be considered paid or accrued in U.S. taxable
years of the partnership, trust or estate ending with or within taxable
years of such eligible persons ending on
or after July 16, 2008.
(3) Expiration date. The applicability
of this section expires on July 15, 2011.
[T.D. 9416, 73 FR 40734, July 16, 2008, as
amended at 73 FR 67387, Nov. 14, 2008]

§ 1.901–2A Dual capacity taxpayers.
(a) Application of separate levy rules as
applied to dual capacity taxpayers—(1) In
general. If the application of a foreign
levy (as defined in § 1.901–2(g)(3)) is different, either by the terms of the levy
or in practice, for dual capacity taxpayers
(as
defined
in
§ 1.901–
2(a)(2)(ii)(A)) from its application to
other persons, then, unless the only
such difference is that a lower rate (but
the same base) applies to dual capacity
taxpayers, such difference is considered
to be related to the fact that dual capacity taxpayers receive, directly or
indirectly, a specific economic benefit
(as defined in § 1.901–2(a)(2)(ii)(B)) from
the foreign country and thus to be a
difference in kind, and not merely of
degree. In such a case, notwithstanding
any contrary provision of § 1.901–2(d),
the levy as applicable to such dual capacity taxpayers is a separate levy
(within the meaning of § 1.901–2(d))
from the levy as applicable to such
other persons, regardless of whether
such difference is in the base of the
levy, in the rate of the levy, or both. In
such a case, each of the levy as applied
to dual capacity taxpayers and the levy
as applied to other persons must be
analyzed separately to determine
whether it is an income tax within the
meaning of § 1.901–2(a)(1) and whether it
is a tax in lieu of an income tax within
the meaning of § 1.903–1(a). However, if
the application of the levy is neither
different by its terms nor different in
practice for dual capacity taxpayers
from its application to other persons,
or if the only difference is that a lower
rate (but the same base) applies to dual
capacity taxpayers, then, in accordance with § 1.901–2(d), such foreign levy
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